
Down to the last of -Lie last batch from HR. It 
ttteaiIINYTimes 6/8 excerpts from Heldeman's 
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The stamps you have been sending mR 2 i 1973 
among those that made happy two kids who 
got them over the weekend, 8 and 13. I was 
reminded of this in more pre-dawn cleaning 
up, when I found a nut letter from .England 
la year old!) with a stamp I'd never seen. 
...Note drastically reduced WG space in 
today's Post. I finished in hour. I think it 
is defensive. There was more legit news. The 
seem to have a policy of heavier treatment 
when there is breaking news, so they can seen 
be be not "crusading", not overweighted. Or, 
the counter-aampaign is working. Monday's NYTimes, which

`"/ 
i got - NYC (late edition) had on ke 	4.0, 	

ctic/(7-? - 

Thanks much for the Moos, NYTimes 6/E 
Surprised BR didn't spot it. It has more of use than - the quote I wanted. 
I'd heard on radio, not seen in Wx 
Post. Also keeps me from looking up 
the Eisenhower and says something I 
want to say and the Germans want me 
to go into on secrecy well and 
quotably because he is GOP. 

NW 6/20/73 

2  1 1973 

Je, I asked Lesar to return my VVAW file (from The 
Informers) so I could put enough together to use on 
what the FBI really did when GL said they did nothini 
Typically, he found only part. That includes your 
7/20/72, which, despite your ?s about your recol-
lection is precisely accurate. I also have some 
what the VVAW later said, if Lesar finds, I don

. 
 t 

now really need. Frank Donner has a complete enuf 
piece in current Harpers. Lemmer really id psychotic. 
That is what the FBI played on exploited. VVAW has 
been getting a little electronic-news attention in 
east. Case should ne thrown out. NW 6/21/73 

JUN 2 2 1973 

owardhas sent me the Times text of the Huston police-
tate plans and the relevant stories of that day, 
/7/73. Also NTT 6/6 excerpts from Ehrlichman 
sposition. EW 6/21/73 

JUN 2 2 1973 

Ed Williams, who reads as fast is I turn pages, phoned 
last night to say he has read Executive Action. It is as 
I anticipated, the worst of Garrison added to Farewell 
America. He says it is professionally done. Credits to 
Garrison, Sulandria, Mae, Jaffe that I recall - all who 
have hurt only, which is in its own way appropriate. 

NW 6/22.73 

JUN 2 1973 

I've won the first stages of the outer-
bridge battle. Dutton is prepaid shipping 
the remaining remainders, about 2,000 
copies, plus unbound arinted hseets plus 
covers. 'herbal confirmation 1$, now in 
writing. Once I ;et them I have to try to 
sell. best chances past. I'm also to get 
the gross from the sale of "my" copies, 
maybe $300.00, not confirmed recently but 
agreed to on my May trip to NYC...Ny 
waiter/researcher has just reported that 
the Wilkinson Littauer seems not to be 
related to the foundation Littauer. I've 
asked him to state ontemporarY Authors on 
Leigh James. 	do it before begin- 

ning his evening of slinging lasagnas. he 
will bring in 10 days...my notion of the 
recent leaks is that GL triggered, mean' 
he's worried. IN 6/22/73 
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